
AMANDA LECAUDE

Organising 
Expert
Amanda is an experienced organising expert who specialises in 
reducing overwhelm and stress for her clients, which include 
students. She regularly speaks at and conducts workshops for  
small to large audiences on a broad range of organising topics. 
Amanda provides practical tips, strategies and ideas to  
her audience to assist them to become more organised.

Amanda is passionate about educating people of all ages, in 
particular students, and equipping them with life skills such as  
time management, organisation and priority management. As a 
mother of two sons both at various stages of their education  
she understands the importance of equipping students with such 
skills as early as possible to assist them throughout their lives. 
Amanda believes though that it is never to late to educate anyone 
to be better organised as these skills can be learned!

Along with conducting her own workshops, Amanda regularly  
speaks to local community groups, school groups and parents  
as well as undertaking undertaking workshops for businesses and 
retail organisations such as Howards Storage World.

Amanda is a regular blogger and contributor of articles to a variety 
of websites and magazines. Her qualifications include over 20 years 
corporate experience in project management and organisation and 
she holds a Bachelor of Business and Arts (Marketing and Japanese).

Amanda is an Expert Member of the Australasian Association  
of Professional Organisers and has held recent positions at their 
Executive Level. She has assisted with strategically shaping the 
future direction of the Association and is responsible for the 
development of their current website.

FEEDBACK FROM WORKSHOP ATTENDEES

“Attending Amanda’s  
workshop has inspired  
me to really de-clutter  

and get organised. Starting  
off in a small area has  

given me the motivation  
to keep going and progress  
through many areas of the  

home that I used to find 
overwhelming. Thanks for  

the inspiration Amanda!”

“Amanda is brilliant and  
engaging - I leave with a  

positive outlook to begin  
tackling my physical clutter”  
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